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ISGN is one of the most diverse and experienced providers of mortgage technology and services.  

 Business Need 
ISGN wanted to improve their employees’ & customers’ access to their iSeries applications.  

 

To fulfill their need of Loan Origination, Settlement, Servicing, Default Management and ISGN eExchange 

solution needs etc. 

Problem … 
  Screens not attractive in look and feel (Poor GUI) 

  Challenging  to navigate 30+ screens quickly to make a decision  

  Complicated application interface(screens) turns user(s) confused  (or even scared). 

  Green screen environment, its navigation & overall operation increases Learning Curve. 

  Geographical constraints in the absence of Web-enabled interface. 

  High threat from market rivals with cutting-edge technologies. 



Solutions… 

  Beautiful look and feel in default rendering along with complex screen combinations. 

 

  Tabbed folders on a single page representing 30+ screens data. 

 

  Advanced screen scraping mechanism used to transform 5250 screens into HTML pages.  

 

  Improved, fast, and easy navigation among multiple screens using Menu Macros.  

 

  Decreased learning curve using web-based screen saved training cost 

 

  Higher productivity and business satisfaction guaranteed. 

IBM HATS solution provided by Royal Cyber helps… 



Horizontal and Vertical Tabs are created to combine multiple screens into one screen. 



Menus are created using HATS default rendering that greatly improves the navigation among  

multiple screens.      



1. Modernized legacy system using powerful screen-scraping mechanism of IBM HATS. 

 

2. Latest application permits users to access it by just specifying URL in an internet browser. 

HATS Benefits: 



3. Combined multiple screens’ data in a consolidated manner using Tabs. 

 

4. Instant transformation of host components into a rich & interactive UI. 

 

5. Ease of Navigation. 

HATS Benefits: 

Advanced Tabbing Mechanism and Scrollable Regions 



6. Saves cost in resource trainings. 

 

7. Increased productivity and user satisfaction. 

HATS Benefits: 
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Fiserv, Inc. (NASDAQ: FISV) is the leading global provider of information management and electronic 

commerce systems for the financial services industry. 
Business Need 
Fiserv wanted to improve their employees’ & customers’ access to their “The PLUS™ System”  

management system, that manages the credit processing lifecycle from account setup, card issuance, 

purchase authorization, accounts receivable management and transaction posting to statement/billing, 

account servicing and correspondence.  

Problem … 

  Screens not attractive in look and feel (Poor GUI) 

  Challenging  to navigate 30+ screens quickly to make a decision  

  Complicated application interface(screens) turns user(s) confused  (or even scared). 

  Green screen environment, its navigation & overall operation increases Learning Curve. 

  Geographical constraints in the absence of Web-enabled interface. 

  High threat from market rivals with cutting-edge technologies. 



Solutions… 

  Beautiful look and feel in default rendering along with complex screen combinations. 

 

  Tabbed folders on a single page representing 30+ screens data. 

 

  Advanced screen scraping mechanism used to transform 5250 screens into HTML pages.  

 

  Improved, fast, and easy navigation among multiple screens using Menu Macros.  

 

  Decreased learning curve using web-based screen saved training cost 

 

  Higher productivity and business satisfaction guaranteed. 

IBM HATS solution provided by Royal Cyber helps… 



Horizontal and Vertical Tabs are created to combine multiple screens into one screen. 



Left Menus, Top Menus, Sub Menus, Drop Down & Drop Left Menus are created using  

HATS default rendering that greatly improves the navigation among multiple screens.      



HATS allowed Fiserv to introduce a user-friendly design for our most important web pages by looking at  

every field on several screens and identifying critical information, grouping them into a logical manner  

and segregating them into tabs for easy navigation. 

HATS Benefits: 



HATS allows us to take information from several screens and presenting them in one screens with a  

scrollable bar and introduce the ability to point and click to perform a function. 

HATS Benefits: 

Account Work Action Codes Popup (GUI Version) 



HATS Benefits: 

Account Summary Detail Pages 
(Green Screen Versions) 

Account Summary Detail Page  
(GUI Version) 
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Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) 



Exchange New Car Sales (ENCS) is a division of Overseas 

Military Sales Group (OMSG). OMSG and its divisions operate in 

30 countries in over 100 offices throughout North America, 

Central America, South America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.  

ENCS is authorized distributor for Chrysler, Ford and Harley-Davidson to military personnel.  



Business Need 
MilitaryCars wanted to improve their employees’ & customers' access to its AS400-based application.  

 

To fulfill their  

  Vehicle Tracking 

  Order Tracking  & Status 

  Purchase history & Status 

  Customer Info 

Previously employees & customers had been accessing the application through cumbersome 

terminal-style interfaces. 

To improve visibility, navigability, accessibility and serviceability of 

the AS400 applications, MilitaryCars decided to modernize their 

enterprise application. They also wanted to expand their offerings 

by creating a Web-based hosting solution that would enable them 

to host their customers' businesses at MilitaryCars locations. The 

company viewed these modernization initiatives as essential to 

improving customer satisfaction, garnering increased business 

from existing customers and ultimately expanding the customer 

base. 

 Calling multiple RPGLE programs within one Web 

    service.  

  Calling/Combining DB2 records & RPGLE 

     programs 

     within one Web service.  

  Developing Rich Client Application (RIA)  for web 

     services (over RPGLE). 

  Integrating Google Maps (Mashup) dynamically. 

  Development of Rich Web 2.0 widgets.  

  Modern, Ajax powered Grids with Pagination, 

     Sorting etc. 



 Rational Developer for Power 

System is used to wrap a Power 

System business logic into a 

webservice  

 

 Rational Business Developer is 

used to develop a Rich interface 

using the EGLlanguage. 

Delivered application in Two weeks 
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Auto-Cells 
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The EGL application enabled MilitaryCars to create reusable services from its existing iSeries 

assets which can be included as a part of a service-oriented architecture (SOA). With the SOA in 

place, MilitaryCars can enable other applications- such as Microsoft .NET and Java applications - 

to effectively communicate with IBM iSeries applications without the need for new code.  

Benefits 

  Rapidly respond to the needs of the Business 

 

  Integrate with/into cutting-edge technologies (Web 2.0, Mobile ,etc…) 

 

  Run on a range of platforms ( Mobiles, iPad, gadgets , etc…) 

 

  Appealing intuitive UI to increase employee productivity & boost customer satisfaction. 

 

  Reduces training costs by cutting down the time required to train users  

 

  Cuts license and administration costs by 20% to 30% by enabling users anywhere in the world to 

     access the system using a browser. 

 

Core Benefits… 


